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Background 

The Mokelumne River Watershed has been selected as the subject of a pilot project that seeks to 

apply environmental markets to a watershed that flows from the Sierra Nevada to the Delta. 

Gaining an understanding of existing watershed conditions and priority issues in the watershed is 

the first step to designing environmental markets for the Mokelumne Watershed. To this end, I 

have reviewed over 40 reports, assessments, and documents relevant to the watershed, and 

conducted several interviews with stakeholders. What follows is a discussion of the information 

gathered during the initial phases of the Mokelumne Watershed Environmental Benefits 

Initiative. For a full introduction to the Initiative, see Appendix A. Major partners are Sierra 

Nevada Conservancy, Environmental Defense Fund, and Sustainable Conservation. Sierra Forest 

Legacy provided internship resources to this project because of the potential for the Initiative to 

improve the health of communities and ecosystems in the Upper Mokelumne Watershed. 

 

Author’s note 

It is important to understand that this report attempts to address the major issues, and that a 

discussion of every issue in the watershed would make this report impossibly complex. 

However, whether something can be considered a major issue is subject to personal opinion. It is 

also important to note that there are knowledgeable sources on the watershed that have yet to be 

explored and that this report is just the beginning of a process that seeks to understand the 

Mokelumne Watershed. Please consider this a work in progress. 
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BLM Bureau of Land Management 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Mokelumne Watershed provides an array of benefits that are essential to the health and well-

being of people both in- and outside the watershed. These benefits range from drinking water 

supply and wildlife habitat, to recreational opportunities and timber products, and many more.1,2

 

 

However, the Mokelumne Watershed also faces an array of challenges that threaten the provision 

of these benefits. In order to take a holistic approach to addressing challenges in the Mokelumne 

Watershed, it is important to understand the connections between these issues. These connections 

can be used to determine what actions may be most effective at solving environmental, 

economic, and social problems in the watershed. The following report provides an overview of 

the major issues in the upper and lower Mokelumne watersheds.  

UPPER WATERSHED 

The Upper Mokelumne Watershed is considered to be everything above Pardee Dam and 

contains portions of Amador, Calaveras, and Alpine counties. Towns include Jackson, Ione, 

Sutter Creek, Amador City, Mokelumne Hill, Pine Grove, West Point, and Wilseyville. The US 

Forest Service (FS) and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) are the major land managers in the 

watershed. Other major landowners include Sierra Pacific Industries (SPI), Pacific Gas & 

Electric Company (PG&E), Amador County, and Calaveras County. 

 

A conceptual model of the major issues in the upper watershed and their connections can be seen 

in Figure 1. In the following sections, this model is broken down into three categories: 

• Sierra Forest 

• Oak Woodlands  

• Aquatic Systems 

Each category will be further explained using a simplified model. Note that in the Upper 

Watershed conceptual model, biodiversity has been separated into three categories to simplify 

model building. A key to the following symbols can be found in Appendix B. 
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Figure 1. Upper Watershed Conceptual Model. 

 

Sierra Forest Benefits 

Forest management practices have a significant effect on fire regimes and forest condition, which 

in turn affect the following benefits (Figure 2): 

• Biodiversity 

• Water supply 

• Water quality 

• Safety & property 

• Carbon storage 

• Local jobs 
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Figure 2. Sierra Forest Benefits. 

Biodiversity 

Forest management practices in the Mokelumne Watershed have dramatically altered forest 

condition and fire regimes, which affect forest structure, function, and composition.3 The 

simplification of forest structure and composition through fire suppression, clear-cutting, and 

replacement of natural stands with plantations has fragmented and reduced the amount of old 

forest ecosystems in the Mokelumne Watershed and compromised forest function on federal and 

non-federal land.4,5,6 Habitat loss and fragmentation have led to the decline of Sierra biodiversity 

that relies on old forest ecosystems, including the California spotted owl, northern goshawk, 

Pacific fisher and other forest carnivores.7

Water Supply 

 

Water supply and storage are important functions of the upper watershed. The storage and slow 

release of water from snow, soil, and aquifers provide water to the Mokelumne River throughout 

the year and are especially important when precipitation is minimal during the dry summer 

months. Forest meadows contribute to water storage and supply in the upper watershed. Loss of 

natural forest structure due to forest management practices has had a negative impact on the 

function of forest meadows. Meadow degradation due to forest management activities prior to 

1940, including unrestricted livestock grazing, road and railroad construction, and the 
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elimination of beavers, has compromised the ability of forest meadows to store and release 

water.8,9 Functioning forest meadows naturally enable water storage by allowing high flows to 

spread across the meadow surface and percolate slowly into the underlying aquifer. The loss of 

meadow function decreases water storage, contributes to loss of riparian and aquatic habitat, and 

increases the risk of catastrophic wildfire by allowing invasion of meadows by fuels, such as 

drought-tolerant brush and conifer species.10

 

 

The function of forest meadows in the Mokelumne Watershed may become even more important 

when considering climate change. Climate warming has the potential to decrease overall water 

supply due to changes in runoff patterns and increased evapotranspiration from reservoirs due to 

higher air temperatures.11,12 Water stored below ground through forest meadows would be less 

vulnerable to evapotranspiration and could augment reservoir supplies. Meadow restoration 

across the entire Sierra Nevada range is estimated to increase the amount of groundwater storage 

by 50,000 to 500,000 acre feet per year and could provide an important source of water during 

low summertime flows.13 Other benefits to meadow restoration include reduced downstream 

flooding, increased fish and wildlife habitat, and improved water quality through reduced 

sediment loading into streams.14

Water Quality | Safety & Property: Fire Protection 

 

Past forest management practices, particularly wildfire suppression, have led to unnaturally 

dense conditions and the build-up of hazardous levels of fuel.15 Overly dense stands are more 

susceptible to tree mortality from disease and damage from insect pests like bark beetles, further 

contributing to the build-up of fuels.16,17 The result is a high risk for catastrophic wildfire 

throughout the watershed. The term “catastrophic wildfire” is used here to describe a high-

intensity, stand-replacing fire where post-fire recovery of the ecosystem is limited, potentially 

resulting in drastically different ecological conditions. Ecological impacts of catastrophic 

wildfire include increased surface runoff and erosion of soil, ash, nitrate, ammonium, and 

phosphorous, which can negatively affect water quality.18 Catastrophic wildfire is damaging to 

human communities, especially those at the wildland-urban interface, presenting a threat to 

safety, property, and livelihoods. 
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Carbon Storage 

The structure, function, and species composition of forests influence their ability to store carbon 

in vegetation and in soils.19 Catastrophic wildfire has the ability to severely reduce carbon 

storage through release of carbon into the atmosphere, post-fire erosion of soils, and/or limited 

post-fire recovery of forests. Under current forest management practices, national forests in 

California will become net emitters of carbon by the mid-21st century due to losses of carbon 

from wildfire, disease, and other disturbances.20

Local Jobs 

 

The condition of forests in the Mokelumne Watershed influences the ability of the region to 

provide jobs associated with resource extraction. In the past, the harvest of large-diameter trees 

was an important component of the local economy. The more recent decline of the timber 

industry has reduced the number of local high-paying jobs with low educational requirements, 

contributing to high unemployment and reducing overall income of the watershed. Forest 

condition will influence the sustainability of a forest products-based local economy. 

Sierra Forest Beneficiaries 

The six major benefits provided by Sierra forests, as discussed above, provide numerous goods 

and services to specific groups of people, agencies, and organizations. Table 1 provides an 

overview of the benefits derived from Sierra forests in the Mokelumne Watershed, the people 

who care about or receive those benefits, and potential actions that can be used to improve and/or 

ensure future provision of benefits. Further discussion on actions and benefits can be found in 

Appendix C. 
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Table 1. Sierra forest benefits, beneficiaries, and potential actions. 

Benefit Who Potential Actions 

Biodiversity 
FS, FWS, BLM, 
DFG, environmental 
groups 

• Re-establishment of late-succession/old-growth 
forest conditions 

• Thinning 
• Invasive species removal 
• Post-fire restoration 

Water Supply 
EBMUD, PG&E, 
DWR, agricultural 
water users 

• Meadow restoration 
• Beaver restoration* 

Water Quality 

EBMUD**, local 
water boards, 
environmental 
groups, water 
recreationists 

• Forest management to reduce the risk of 
catastrophic wildfire 

Safety & Property 

Local communities, 
FS, CAL Fire, 
county governments, 
PG&E, SPI, 
insurance companies 

• Forest management to reduce the risk of 
catastrophic wildfire 

• Vegetation management around energy 
infrastructure21

• Defensible space 
 

• Fire-safe community plans 
• Education & outreach 

Carbon Storage 

FS, State of 
California (AB 32), 
county governments, 
PG&E, DOT, NRCS, 
air quality boards, 
environmental 
groups 

• Forest stand management (fuel reduction, 
thinning, prescribed fire) 22

• Post-fire reforestation
 

23

Local jobs 

 

Local communities; 
county, state, and 
federal governments 

• Creation of local jobs in forest health 
maintenance 

* Removal of beavers in the western US resulted in river channel incisement, which increased the speed of water 
flow across the landscape, erosion of streambeds and banks, and sediment transport downstream.24

** EBMUD may not be concerned about water quality in the upper watershed due to the number of dams that impair 
the transport of sediments and pollutants from the upper watershed to the lower watershed.

 Beaver 
restoration could potentially improve water supply by a) improving aquifer recharge through the creation of ponds 
and b) by reducing sedimentation behind dams by slowing sediment transport and trapping sediment in ponds. 

25
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Oak Woodlands Benefits 

Land use in the foothill region of the Mokelumne Watershed affects the following benefits 

(Figure 3): 

• Biodiversity 

• Water quality 

• Rural character 
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Figure 3. Oak Woodlands and Working Landscapes Benefits. 

Biodiversity 

Habitat loss is one of the most important causes of foothill biodiversity decline.26,27 Across the 

Sierra Nevada range, nearly 800,000 acres of oak woodlands have been converted to other land 

uses and vegetation types over the last 40 years.28 Exurban migration and related residential 

development is the single largest threat to foothill biodiversity in the Sierra, and the Mokelumne 

Watershed is not immune to this threat.29 For example, Calaveras County’s population was 

estimated to be about 46,000 people in 2007 and the projected population in 2020 is between 

about 56,000 and 70,000 people.30 Growth pressure in Amador and Calaveras Counties come 

from retiring baby boomers, second home owners, and “extreme” commuters.31

 

  

Recent growth has been characterized by low-density, residential development beyond the 

fringes of existing communities.32 Newer, bigger homes on larger lots at lower prices compared 
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to the cost of homes in nearby urban centers encourage exurban migration.33 Rapid low-density 

growth has resulted in the conversion of natural and agricultural lands to more developed uses, 

such as residential development, commercial development, and golf courses.34 This type of 

growth has resulted in widespread habitat loss and fragmentation. In addition, low-density 

growth, along with certain livestock grazing practices, have facilitated the introduction of 

invasive annual plant species that have replaced native perennials in the foothills and in riparian 

areas.35 Habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation have been detrimental to foothill species 

like the foothill yellow-legged frog, California horned lizard, western pond turtle, and willow 

flycatcher.36

Water Quality 

  

Low-density development has resulted in an increase in the amount of impervious surfaces. 

Impervious surfaces, such as roads, parking lots, and buildings, speed up the flow of water across 

the land and into streams. This fast-moving water picks up pollutants on streets, parking lots, 

lawns, rooftops, and cars, but because the water is moving so quickly, pollutants do not have 

time to be naturally filtered out through the soil. Instead, this stormwater runoff goes straight into 

storm drains, local streams and eventually into the Mokelumne River, carrying pollutants like 

metals (e.g., lead, copper, zinc), gasoline, oils, antifreeze, pesticides, fertilizers, and pet waste.37 

Fast-moving stormwater runoff also contributes to stream bank erosion and sedimentation.38

Rural Character 

 

Rapid growth and low-density development in rural areas have the ability to alter the character of 

those communities. Farming and ranching operations – working landscapes – are critical 

components of rural character in the foothills of the upper watershed. Small agricultural 

communities can be transformed by the proliferation of subdivisions, golf courses, and the strip-

malls and chain stores built to serve a growing population. While less quantifiable than some 

benefits previously discussed, rural character is highly valued by members of small communities 

across the watershed. 

Oak Woodlands Beneficiaries 

The three major benefits provided by oak woodlands, as discussed above, provide numerous 

goods and services to specific groups of people, agencies, and organizations. Table 2 provides an 
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overview of the benefits derived from oak woodlands in the Mokelumne Watershed, the people 

who care about or receive those benefits, and potential actions that can be used to improve and/or 

ensure future provision of benefits. 
Table 2. Oak woodlands benefits, beneficiaries, and potential actions. 
Benefit Who Potential Actions 

Biodiversity FWS, BLM, DFG, 
ranchers 

• Open space protection 
• Regional land use planning 
• Grazing BMPs 
• Invasive species removal 

Water Quality 

Agricultural water 
users, counties, 
RCDs, local water 
districts/agencies, 
DWR, EBMUD, 
environmental 
groups, water 
recreationists 

• Stormwater management 
• Increase pervious surfaces in developed areas 

through compact development and BMPs 
• Grazing BMPs 
• Education & outreach 

Rural Character 

Local communities, 
counties, 
environmental 
groups 

• Integrated regional land, transportation and water 
use planning39

• City and county planning 
 

• Agricultural land protection through zoning and 
conservation easements/fee title purchases 

 

Aquatic Systems Benefits 

Water flow timing and volume across the landscape and in water channels affect the following 

benefits (Figure 4): 

• Water supply 

• Biodiversity 

• Water Quality 

• Recreation 
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Figure 4. Aquatic Systems Benefits. 

Water Supply 

Water supply in the Mokelumne Watershed is currently managed by a series of dams, reservoirs, 

and diversions. Dams are used to generate hydroelectric power as well as store water in the upper 

watershed for use during the dry summer months. Climate change has the potential to affect 

these water supply operations. Because the Mokelumne Watershed is more vulnerable to climate 

warming than surrounding watersheds in the Sierra Nevada, potential impacts from climate 

change on water supply include: reduced water supplies, changes in water availability and loss of 

hydropower performance, and restrictions on water use.40

Reduced water supplies 

 

Climate warming will reduce the warm season storage capacity of the Sierra Nevada snowpack 

through: 

• an increased ratio of rain to snow; 

• delayed onset of the snow season and shortened overall snowfall season; 

• an accelerated rate of spring snowmelt due to warmer March air temperatures and albedo 

feedback melting of shallow snow.41

Climate warming will also result in more rapid and earlier runoff.

 
42 Faster moving runoff from 

rain (rather than snowmelt) and flashier storms will be less likely to replenish soil moisture and 

groundwater, exacerbating low flow conditions in the summer months. Less water will be stored 

as snow and water stored in reservoirs will be more vulnerable to evapotranspiration due to 
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increasing air temperatures.43 Therefore, climate warming could result in decreased overall water 

supply as well as decreased water supply reliability.44 These changes combined with indirect 

climate impacts could severely affect water users and ecosystems. For example, agricultural 

demand for water may increase with increasing air temperatures at the same time that supply is 

decreasing.45

Changes in water availability and loss of hydropower performance 

 

Changes in the timing of runoff may further widen the gap between peak supply for hydropower 

and peak electricity demand. Reduced summer runoff would decrease hydropower production 

during the period when demand for energy is greatest due to increased air conditioning load.46 In 

addition, earlier snowmelts combined with heavy streamflows could force utilities to divert water 

away from hydropower facilities to avoid damage to infrastructure, resulting in a loss of 

production potential and revenue.47 In a study of a hydro project on another Sierra Nevada river, 

energy generation was reduced due to reduced runoff and greater spills.48 While the project was 

able to meet historical peak energy demand, increased occurrences of heat waves due to climate 

warming could increase peak power demand in the future.49

Restrictions on water use 

 

Climate change could cause further restrictions on water use due to laws and regulations 

pertaining to listed species. Reduced mean annual flow and longer periods of low flow will likely 

place additional stress on aquatic and riparian ecosystems.50 Species that could be negatively 

affected by additional ecosystem stress include the listed Central Valley spring-run Chinook 

salmon and Central Valley steelhead.51 Climate warming-induced changes in water temperature 

could have negative impacts on the productivity of these species and elevate the importance of 

cold water supplies from reservoirs.52 Increased regulations on current water users under the 

Endangered Species Act may eventually be necessary for the continued conservation of these 

species, potentially bringing conservation efforts and other water uses into greater conflict. For 

example, farm productivity could be reduced if farmers received only a portion of their water 

allocation, with implications for food production and the local economy. 
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Biodiversity 

Water quality and in-stream flow volume and timing are essential to the health of aquatic 

biodiversity in the Mokelumne. The decline of anadromous fish species due to relatively 

unrestricted timber harvest during the 1970s and 80s, demonstrates the sensitivity of these 

species to water quality impacts like turbidity, suspended sediments, water temperature, and 

changes to flow volume that increase flood peaks and modify in-stream habitat.53,54 Current 

dams and water diversions have altered in-stream flow patterns, volumes, and water 

temperatures, with negative impacts for native fish and amphibian populations.55 Species 

affected by non-natural stream flow volume and timing include the mountain yellow-legged frog, 

foothill yellow-legged frog, western pond turtle, rainbow trout, and other native fish 

species.56,57,58

Recreation 

 

The Mokelumne River is popular with kayakers and rafters and is considered by some to be the 

number one teaching river in California due to the variety and gradual progression in difficulty 

of the rapids.59,60

Aquatic Systems Beneficiaries 

 Flow releases that are incompatible with river recreation could have a negative 

impact on this important feature of the Mokelumne River. 

The three major benefits provided by aquatic systems, as discussed above, provide numerous 

goods and services to specific groups of people, agencies, and organizations. Table 3 provides an 

overview of the benefits derived from aquatic systems in the Mokelumne Watershed, the people 

who care about or receive those benefits, and potential actions that can be used to improve and/or 

ensure future provision of benefits. 
Table 3. Aquatic systems benefits, beneficiaries, and potential actions. 
Benefit Who Potential Actions 

Water Supply 

EBMUD, PG&E, 
DWR, CEC, 
agricultural water 
users 

• Meadow restoration 
• Aquifer recharge 
• Sediment removal from behind dams to increase 

storage capacity of existing reservoirs 

Biodiversity FWS, NMFS, DFG, 
environmental groups 

• Restoration of a more natural hydrograph 
• Habitat restoration 

Recreation 
Local communities & 
visitors, 
environmental groups 

• Recreational flow protection 
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LOWER WATERSHED 

The Lower Mokelumne Watershed is considered to be everything below Pardee Dam and is 

contained mostly within San Joaquin County, with small portions of Sacramento, Amador, and 

Calaveras counties. Lodi is the major city. Land in the lower watershed is about 90% privately 

owned and is used primarily for agriculture. 

 

A conceptual model of the major issues in the lower watershed and their connections can be seen 

in Figure 5. In the following sections, this model is broken down into three categories: 

• Water Flow & Management 

• Agricultural Land  

• Land Use 

Each category will be further explained using a simplified model. 
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 Figure 5. Lower Watershed Conceptual Model 

Water Flow & Management Benefits 

Climate change and water management infrastructure affect the following benefits (Figure 6): 

• Safety & Property 

• Biodiversity 
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Figure 6. Water Flow & Management Benefits. 

Safety & Property: Flood Control 

Dam operation and water management infrastructure have a large impact on human safety and 

property protection in the lower watershed. For example, Camanche Dam is operated primarily 

as a flood control dam. Levees have been constructed throughout the lower watershed to protect 

agricultural land from flooding, and levee/bank erosion and channel incisement are major 

concerns for landowners. Flooding due to levee failure is another primary concern of landowners 

in the lower watershed. Climate change has the potential to exacerbate this threat. Reduced 

snowpack and increased runoff during the rainy season could contribute to higher flood peaks61 

and increased magnitude and frequency of storm events could increased the probability of 

catastrophic flooding.62 EBMUD has already expressed concern about climate change as it 

relates to flood control.63

Biodiversity 

 Floods have the potential to damage communities in the lower 

watershed. 

Water flow in the Mokelumne is essential for aquatic biodiversity. However, dams and water 

diversion for agriculture, flood control, and hydropower have greatly reduced or eliminated 

historically accessible habitat and degraded remaining habitat for Central Valley spring-run 

Chinook salmon and Central Valley steelhead trout.64 The Mokelumne River contained one of 18 

historical populations of spring-run Chinook and two of 81 historical independent populations of 

steelhead – these populations no longer exist in the Mokelumne. The National Marine Fisheries 
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Service is currently implementing a recovery plan that seeks to reestablish and maintain 

populations and habitats for both species of fish throughout their historical ranges. 

 

In addition, the Mokelumne River’s connection to the Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta ecosystem 

cannot be overlooked. The State Water Resources Control Board and the California 

Environmental Protection Agency are developing new flow criteria for the Delta ecosystem 

because recent Delta flows are insufficient to support native Delta fish species. Inflow from 

Delta tributaries are important contributors to maintaining habitat for listed species.65

Water Flow & Management Beneficiaries 

 

The two major benefits provided by water flow and management, as discussed above, provide 

numerous goods and services to specific groups of people, agencies, and organizations. Table 4 

provides an overview of the benefits derived from water flow in the Mokelumne Watershed, the 

people who care about or receive those benefits, and potential actions that can be used to 

improve and/or ensure future provision of benefits. 
Table 4. Water flow & management benefits, beneficiaries, and potential actions. 
Benefit Who Potential Actions 

Safety & Property 

Agricultural land 
owners, cities & 
counties, EBMUD, 
insurance companies 

• Floodplain restoration and landowner 
compensation for loss of property 

• Levee repair 
• Sediment removal from behind dams to increase 

storage capacity of existing reservoirs 
• Increase below-ground water storage capacity 

Biodiversity 
FWS, NMFS, DFG, 
environmental 
groups 

• Restoration of a more natural hydrograph 
• Habitat restoration 
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Agricultural Land Benefits 

Agricultural land management affects the following benefits (Figure 7): 

• Biodiversity 

• Rural character 

• Carbon storage 

• Local jobs 
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Figure 7. Agricultural Land Benefits 

Biodiversity 

Agricultural land management affects biodiversity by influencing the amount of available 

habitat. The lower watershed currently lacks riparian habitat due to the practice of converting 

land from seasonal to perennial agriculture near the river’s edge.66 Although riparian areas are 

mostly continuous, they are usually only seven to eight meters wide, as opposed to a more ideal 

width of 40 meters or more.67 The construction of levees to protect agricultural land from 

flooding has reduced the amount of floodplain habitat, with negative effects to aquatic, 

terrestrial, and wetland species.68

 

 However, agricultural land management has the potential to 

improve habitat for biodiversity. For example, the use of native plants along the edges of 

agricultural land can improve habitat connectivity. 
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One species of particular concern is the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, a listed species under 

the Endangered Species Act (ESA). In order to protect landowners voluntarily participating in 

beetle habitat restoration, enhancement, and management, FWS and the California Association 

of Resource Conservation Districts entered into a Programmatic Safe Harbor Agreement for the 

Lower Mokelumne Watershed in San Joaquin County in 2006.69 More recently, EBMUD entered 

into a Safe Harbor Agreement with FWS, under which EBMUD voluntarily undertakes 

management activities on their property around Camanche and Pardee Reservoirs to enhance, 

restore, or maintain habitat for the valley elderberry longhorn beetle, California red-legged frog, 

and California tiger salamander, all ESA listed species.70

Rural Character | Carbon Storage | Local Jobs 

 In return, FWS allows for incidental 

“take” of the three species and does not subject EBMUD to increased property restrictions. 

While Safe Harbor Agreements protect landowners from increased property restrictions, no 

funding or technical assistance is provided. Thus, while such agreements are beneficial to the 

landowner and the species, they are not complete solutions to species restoration. 

Agricultural land management that maintains crop health and viability can provide three major 

benefits: rural character, carbon storage, and local jobs. Economic viability of crops reduces 

pressure on landowners to convert agricultural land to more profitable uses (e.g., residential 

development), crops and cover crops may provide carbon storage, and agricultural operations 

provide local jobs. Agriculture and biodiversity are not necessarily at odds either. The use of 

native plants along agricultural land edges can provide habitat for pollinators and species that 

consume insect pests in addition to habitat connectivity. 

Agricultural Land Beneficiaries 

The four major benefits provided by agricultural land, as discussed above, provide numerous 

goods and services to specific groups of people, agencies, and organizations. Table 5 provides an 

overview of the benefits derived from agricultural land in the Lower Mokelumne Watershed, the 

people who care about or receive those benefits, and potential actions that can be used to 

improve and/or ensure future provision of benefits. 
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Table 5. Agricultural land benefits, beneficiaries, and potential actions. 
Benefit Who Potential Actions 

Biodiversity 

FWS, DFG, 
EBMUD, private 
land owners and 
managers, 
environmental 
groups 

• Riparian area restoration 
• Invasive plant removal 
• Conservation easements 
• Safe Harbor agreements 

Rural character 
Local communities, 
environmental 
groups 

• Agricultural land protection 
• Regional land use planning 
• County and city planning 

Carbon storage 

FS, State of 
California (AB 32), 
county governments, 
PG&E, DOT, NRCS, 
air quality boards 

• Cover crops 
• Crop selection 
• Agricultural management practices 

Local jobs 
Local communities; 
county, state, and 
federal governments 

• Maintenance of local jobs in agriculture 

 

Land Use Benefits 

Land use affects the following benefits (Figure 8): 

• Water Quality 

• Recreation 
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Figure 8. Land Use Benefits 
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Water Quality 

Land use has a large impact on water quality in the lower watershed. The ability to naturally 

filter stormwater and agricultural runoff before it reaches the river has been reduced due to lack 

of riparian areas. Agricultural operations near the river can contribute runoff that contains 

constituents that are detrimental to human health, including: dissolved solids, pathogens, nitrate, 

coliform, trihalomethanes, herbicides, pesticides, and fertilizers.71 Increased urban and suburban 

development in the lower watershed has also increased stormwater runoff by increasing the 

amount of impervious surfaces. Urban runoff contains harmful substances like copper, lead, zinc, 

hydrocarbons, fecal coliform bacteria, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, and nickel.72 Abandoned 

mines in the watershed have resulted in the designation of the Mokelumne River below Pardee 

Dam as an impaired waterway under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act due to inappropriate 

concentrations of copper, zinc, and aluminum.73

Recreation 

 

Recreational access is complicated by land use in the lower watershed. Because much of the land 

along the river is privately owned, attempts to access or use the river for recreational purposes 

often result in trespassing. In addition, lack of public bathroom facilities for recreational water 

users negatively affects water quality. 

Land Use Beneficiaries 

The two major benefits provided by land, as discussed above, provide numerous goods and 

services to specific groups of people, agencies, and organizations. Table 6 provides an overview 

of the benefits derived from land use in the lower Mokelumne Watershed, the people who care 

about or receive those benefits, and potential actions that can be used to improve and/or ensure 

future provision of benefits. 
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Table 6. Land use benefits, beneficiaries, and potential actions. 
Benefit Who Potential Actions 

Water Quality 

Agricultural water 
users, counties, 
RCDs, local water 
districts/agencies, 
DWR, EBMUD, 
environmental 
groups 

• Agricultural BMPs 
• Stormwater management 
• Regional and city land use planning (increasing 

pervious area) 
• Landowner outreach and education 
• Wetland and riparian protection and restoration 
• Remediation of legacy mines 
• Tighter regulation of current mines 

Recreation 

Recreational users, 
private property 
owners, tourism-
based businesses 

• Improved river access 
• Public facilities 

 

 

NEXT STEPS 

The information provided in this report will be used in the next phase of the Mokelumne 

Environmental Markets Initiative to identify major issues in the watershed that are amenable to 

the development of environmental markets or credits. The hope of this Initiative is that these 

environmental markets will provide private and public land managers in the Mokelumne 

Watershed with incentives to implement practices that ensure long-term watershed sustainability. 
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APPENDIX A: MOKELUMNE WATERSHED ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS INITIATIVE 

CONCEPT 

 
Pilot Project Status 
 
The Sierra Nevada Conservancy has formed a partnership to design and implement a pilot 
project to apply environmental markets to one watershed with its headwaters located in the Sierra 
Nevada.  The primary partners include Environmental Defense Fund and Sustainable 
Conservation with expressed interest from the Nature Conservancy and the National Forest 
Foundation.   
 
Each partner brings a rare combination of knowledge of the watershed both existing conditions 
and restoration needs, extensive partnerships throughout the region and watershed, and 
knowledge of environmental markets and other financial tools used to incentivize sustainable 
land management practices.  The partnership has secured $25,000 to conduct the initial 
assessment and analysis of the potential to apply environmental markets.  Two graduate level 
interns have committed to identifying key resources and data on the existing watershed 
conditions and the data to support metrics and markets.  A consulting firm, Environmental 
Incentives, has been retained to complete Phase 1 by the end of September.   
 
The partnership is actively seeking funds for future phases to analyze the collected existing 
watershed condition and policy information along with costs associated with restoration and 
avoided risks to determine which priority issues are amenable to environmental markets.  Also, a 
next step in this phase is to develop metrics that can be used to calculate the ecosystem service 
improvements achieved through sustainable land management practices.  One example of such 
metrics is estimating the amount of natural water storage that can be created by restoring the 
most highly disturbed meadows or reducing the risk of catastrophic fire (and associated 
sedimentation). The goal is to then establish environmental markets or investment models to 
ensure a long-term, secure source of funds for watershed stewardship.  One market that could set 
up a payment for the example given above is to implement a “beneficiary pays” approach to 
address these needs.  Other types of investment models will be identified to match up with the 
watershed priority issues that fit with an environmental markets approach. 
 
Pilot Region: Mokelumne Watershed 
 
In assessing the current conditions of watersheds that make up the Sierra Nevada, it has become 
clear that despite the many coordinated efforts occurring, a truly holistic approach to watershed 
health does not exist.  In this context, watershed health includes not only the natural resources, 
but the communities that exist within the watershed as well. 
 
It is important to recognize that all Sierra watersheds provide substantial benefits to the state and 
to those outside of the immediate watershed.  These benefits include water supply and quality, 
renewable energy, air quality and recreation opportunities, as well as more general benefits of 
carbon storage and diverse habitats and species.  In most instances that relationship between 
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those who benefit and those who are responsible for stewardship in the watershed is nebulous at 
best.  A small population of the State is responsible for stewardship of these critical resources yet 
much of the State benefits from these stewardship activities.  Furthermore, the region has been 
historically underfunded, receiving less than 1% of the State resource allocations and minimal 
private investment.  Federal agencies, who manage more than half of all Sierra lands, have 
constantly struggled with adequate funding.   
Identifying a specific watershed in which to develop a holistic approach to watershed health 
would be greatly beneficial in efforts across the Sierra and California.  Considering the 
relationship of management activities and the benefits that result, provides an opportunity for 
greater coordination, leveraging of funds and a more strategic approach to identifying actions 
needed. 
 
The Mokelumne watershed provides an outstanding opportunity for such an undertaking.  The 
upper Mokelumne watershed comprises about 550 square miles in Alpine, Amador and 
Calaveras counties, and the lower watershed covers approximately 80 square miles in Amador, 
Sacramento, and San Joaquin counties.  Two national forests (El Dorado and Stanislaus) manage 
some of the upper watershed, while 90 percent of the lower watershed is privately owned.  The 
BLM also has substantial management responsibilities throughout the watershed.  The lower 
watershed consists of important agricultural lands and some heavily populated communities that 
will continue to face growth pressure.  Much of the land use development patterns in the lower 
watershed result in sprawling and car-dependent communities.  
Approximately 90% of the water flow is distributed to businesses and residences in the East Bay 
Municipal Utility District service area, with more than 1 million people receiving their drinking 
water from this watershed. 
 
The watershed has many of the challenges faced by others in the Sierra region – high risk of 
catastrophic fire, significant development pressures and a lack of economic vitality and diversity 
in its communities, and high unemployment and home foreclosures.  The upper portion of the 
watershed has a median unemployment rate of 17 percent.  The fragmented land ownership 
pattern makes it difficult to conduct strategic planning with considerations of wildlife habitat 
connectivity and regional transit.   
 
In many ways, the issues faced in the Mokelumne watershed are even more challenging and 
urgent.  The watershed was once home to more than a dozen sawmills; today there are none.  The 
communities that were dependent on this activity for the economic vitality have not been able to 
find replacement activity and face significant economic and social problems.  The challenges 
implementing fuels reduction projects on public lands and the minimal infrastructure remaining 
to utilize the wood materials has led to dangerous forest conditions and minimal opportunity to 
make forest management economically viable and to provide any local economic benefit.  The 
watershed is heavily degraded due to historical disturbances such as hydraulic mining and heavy 
timber harvesting.  The more recent lack of vegetation management has contributed to fire, insect 
infestation and loss of habitat.    
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Support for Environmental Market Opportunities in the Watershed 
 
The Mokelumne River watershed provides an opportunity to evaluate a number of environmental 
market opportunities using a landscape approach.  There are important reasons why this 
watershed is a strong candidate for a pilot projects:   
 

• The watershed is well organized in that there are active groups that can be leveraged to 
support this project in the upper and lower watershed.  The upper watershed has the 
Amador-Calaveras Consensus Group (ACCG) – a collaborative effort to address 
watershed health, fire risk and economic development through fuels reduction and 
biomass utilization.  The group involves an active membership of over 50 organizations 
including local, state and federal governmental entities, as well as the tribes, 
environmental and community development organizations and business interests.  This 
group has expressed strong support for the project.  

 
• Since 2002 The Lower Mokelumne River Watershed Stewardship Planning Committee 

has been implementing the Lower Mokelumne River Watershed Stewardship Plan.  The 
Committee meets monthly and includes farmers and ranchers, agency staff, EBMUD 
wildlife biologist, city and county officials, the San Joaquin County Resource 
Conservation District and other community members.  The Committee works to achieve 
goals set in the Plan that focus on community, economic, and environmental 
sustainability.  This group is a welcoming forum to explore new avenues for improving 
watershed stewardship. 

 
• Strong knowledge and information base of the watershed – A substantial amount of data 

has been compiled on the existing condition of the watershed, areas with high levels of 
disturbance and descriptions of specific improvement projects needed for both the upper 
and lower Mokelumne River.  The watershed hosts a couple of active IRWMPs that are 
developing or have adopted watershed management plans.    For example, The Watershed 
Analysis Risk Management Framework (WARMF) was developed as a decision support 
system for watershed planning and management to provide a road map to develop 
TMDLs and support consensus among stakeholders.  It’s a predictive model that can be 
used to consider the effect of watershed management and land use decisions.  A TMDL is 
being developed in the lower portion of the watershed. 

 
• Finally, as mentioned above, the watershed has a great need for restoration investment 

given the degraded state.  There is a strong link between the ecosystem services, in 
particular water and the demand for the service, East Bay water consumers.  This clear 
linkage can help encourage private investment, provide incentives and funds to manage 
land sustainably and target conservation actions that have direct impact on the water 
resource. 
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APPENDIX B: KEY TO SYMBOLS 

Key to symbols

Benefit

Benefit

Benefit

Driver

Driver

Driver

Action

Action

Action

Non-controllable 
Driver

Controllable 
Driver

Controllable 
Driver

Controllable 
Driver

Conceptual Grouping
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APPENDIX C: ACTIONS & BENEFITS 

 
Upper Watershed 
Any environmental markets or credits developed for the upper watershed should meet several of 
the following criteria in order to be politically viable and garner local support in the current 
socioeconomic climate: 

• Create or maintain local jobs 
• Provide jobs with income above and beyond minimum wage 
• Create jobs that are sustainable, ideally more resilient to economic fluctuations  
• Provide local job training 
• Improve safety of communities from catastrophic fire 

 
Sierra Forest Actions 
 
In the Sierra forests of the upper watershed, the majority of actions that could be taken to 
improve or maintain benefits could be structured to fit the above criteria. Local, good-paying 
jobs requiring skilled labor to conduct thinning, apply prescribed fire, and improve defensible 
space could be created to improve fire regimes in the upper watershed. Thinned material could 
be utilized for locally produced biomass energy and/or other small diameter wood products (e.g., 
posts and poles, animal bedding, furniture). Local jobs could also be created to maintain or 
improve forest condition through removal of invasive species, forest stand management to 
improve old forest habitat, meadow restoration, and post-fire restoration. Actively involving 
communities in the maintenance of local forests ecosystems would foster a sense of stewardship 
among community residents, and both human communities and ecosystems would benefit from a 
stronger connection. Given the sheer acreage of forest that is overgrown and in need of some sort 
of treatment, it is likely that these jobs could be sustained over many years. In areas at or near the 
wildland-urban interface, fire (prescribed or natural) and forest stands will continue to need 
management to protect property. Though somewhat unlikely, funding mechanisms should make 
certain to avoid creating an unsustainable economic boom that could attract people to the area for 
jobs and then leave them jobless in a few years once the majority of management activities to 
improve forest condition have been completed. 
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Oak Woodlands Actions 
 
Due to strong growth and development pressure, benefits provided by the oak woodlands of the 
upper watershed would best be maintained by actions that affect land use; one option is regional 
land, transportation, and water use planning, and zoning that mandates compact development and 
preserves open space. Conservation easements are also an option. The preservation of 
agricultural landscapes would preserve the jobs of local farmers and ranchers who are an integral 
part of local communities and important stewards of the land. In addition, local jobs could be 
created to remove invasive species, conduct outreach to ranchers to implement grazing BMPs, 
retrofit developed areas with pervious surfaces and other green infrastructure to manage 
stormwater, and educate landowners about stormwater management. 
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Aquatic Systems Actions 
 
Potential actions that could be implemented to maintain or improve aquatic system benefits are 
limited here to those that operate within existing water management infrastructure. Dam 
managers could ensure that flows released from dams are compatible with recreational 
opportunities, thus supporting recreation- and tourism-based jobs and businesses. Sediment 
removal from behind dams could provide local jobs, improving water storage capacity and 
potentially reducing the need to build new dams, which protects both recreation and biodiversity. 
Local jobs could also be created to complete projects like stream bank stabilization and riparian 
area restoration. Intact stream banks and riparian areas would help reduce erosion of sediments 
and help filter pollutants, which would improve water quality for aquatic biodiversity. 
Implementation of more natural hydrologic regimes could improve aquatic habitat for native fish 
species, possibly benefiting recreational fishing opportunities. 
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Lower Watershed 
 
The agricultural community will be essential to the implementation of the majority actions in the 
lower watershed. Any actions should also be accompanied by education and outreach to people 
who might be implementing actions, as well as those that may be affected by actions. 
 
Water Flow & Management 
 
The management of water flow in the lower watershed is challenging because floodplain habitat 
is beneficial for biodiversity while uncontrolled flooding is detrimental to agricultural land and 
property. However, increased runoff during the rainy season and higher flood peaks due to 
climate change could elevate the role of floodplains in reducing property damage in the lower 
watershed. Landowners could be compensated for restoring portions of their land to floodplain 
habitat, benefiting biodiversity as well as other landowners by reducing the risk of flood on 
surrounding land. Strategic levee repair could occur elsewhere in the lower watershed to protect 
key agricultural lands. Improving below-ground water storage capacity (e.g., through aquifer 
recharge, meadow restoration) might also reduce the volume of surface water and thus reduce 
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risk of flooding in the lower watershed. Restoration of a more natural hydrograph and in-stream 
and riparian restoration could improve habitat for native biodiversity. 
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Agricultural Land 
 
Several actions can be taken to protect the benefits provided by agricultural land. Regional land 
use planning and specific agricultural land protection measures (e.g., conservation easements) 
could be employed to keep agricultural land as agricultural land and protect such lands from 
development. Protecting working landscapes from development would maintain biodiversity 
habitat, rural character, carbon storage, and local jobs. The use of cover crops could improve 
carbon storage and hedgerows or other plantings along edges of agricultural fields could reduce 
soil erosion. Riparian area restoration and invasive plant removal would improve the quality of 
riparian and edge habitats for biodiversity and improve connectivity. 
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Land Use 
 
Several actions related to land use could be taken to improve water quality in the lower 
watershed. On a large scale, water quality could be improved by regional land use planning that 
encourages compact development, limits development along the river banks, and reduces 
impervious surfaces. Encouraging xeriscaping and the use of native plants in landscaping could 
reduce urban use of water and fertilizers on lawns, reducing the amount of chemicals in 
stormwater runoff. Stormwater management in urban areas, like the City of Lodi, and the 
implementation of agricultural BMPs could reduce the flow of non-point source pollution into 
the river. Restoration of wetlands and riparian areas that have been converted to cropland could 
increase filtration of runoff before it reaches the river and improve water quality. Remediation of 
legacy mines and tighter regulation of current mining activities could also be necessary to 
improve water quality. Improved public river access to the river and public facilities such as 
restrooms could reduce incidences of trespassing on private land and reduce the input of waste 
and trash along the river, while improving recreational opportunities and increasing awareness of 
the river among lower watershed residents.  
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